Qualitative Features of Writing Checklist

Student Name: ____________________________________________________________

Rater: ___________________________________________________________________

Date: ____________________________________________________________________

Testing Material: __________________________________________________________

After having the student complete WE-CBM probes, judge the degree to which you observe these important features of successful writing. Note that some of these features may not be observed.

**Communication**

____ Story communicates thoughts and ideas
____ Story has a logical organizational structure or sequence
____ Has effective strategies for organizing information
____ Story has sentence-to-sentence and word-to-word relationships

**Mechanics**

____ Uses planning skills
____ Observes spelling rules
____ Uses appropriate sentence structure
____ Uses correct syntax,
____ Writing is semantically correct
____ Uses appropriate vocabulary accurately
____ Observes punctuation rules

Additional Comments:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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